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Materials

About the pattern

2 (2) 2 balls of Mohair Delight, color 26,
A
2 (2) 2 balls of Mohair Delight, color 11,
B
2 (2) 2 balls of Mohair Delight, color 33,
C
1 (2) 2 ball(s) of Mohair Delight, color
13, D

Work 2 pieces from the sleeve to the middle of
the back piece and front piece. The 2 pieces
are stitched together on the back, and snaps
are stitched onto the front edges.
A rib piece is worked from the sleeve edge to
the neckline.
The sleeve increases are worked on each side
of the rib piece. Colors changes are made
during the work. In order to ensure a nice
transition from one color to another, the rib
stitches are knit on the first right side row. The
rib piece is worked on sleeve and shoulder and
bound off at the neckline.
Short rows are worked on the back piece and
front piece with the German Short Rows
technique in order to keep the rib edge tight.
On the back, stitches are increased for sloping
shoulders.

Circular needle US 8 / 5 mm, 31.5’’ / 80
cm
Auxiliary circular needle
2 pieces of magnetic fastener snaps 20
mm

Yarn quality
Mohair Delight, Hobbii
50 % Mohair, 50 % Acrylic,
1.8 oz / 50 g = 164 yds / 150 m

Techniques
Gauge
16 sts x 23 rows = 4’’ / 10 cm

Sizes

German Short Rows https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Bz7YhiXu
A8&t=

S/M (M/L) L/XL

Buy the yarn here

Finished size

Hashtags on social media

Width: 18.9’’ (20.5’’) 22’’ / 48 (52) 56
cm
Length: 21.3’’ (21.7’’) 22’’ / 54 (55) 56
cm

http://shop.hobbii.com/nicole-jacket

#hobbiidesign #hobbiinicole

Happy knitting!
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Pattern
Right half
Sleeve
Co 45 (47) 49 sts on the circular needle with color A and work in the flat like this:
Rib edge
Row 1, WS: p1, *k1, p1*, repeat from * to * throughout the row.
Row 2, RS: k1, *p1, k1*, repeat from * to * throughout the row.
Row 3: p1, *k1, p1*, repeat from * to * throughout the row.
Sleeve
Dividing the sts into stockinette stitch and rib
Continue in stockinette stitch while working the 13 middle sts in rib like this: k 16 (17) 18 sts,
p1, *k1, p1*, repeat from * to * a total of 6 times, k 16 (17) 18 sts.
Work 1.6’’ / 4 cm as indicated by the sts.
Increasing
K until you reach the rib piece, inc 1 st (= pick up the bar between the 2 sts and k it tbl), work
the rib piece, inc 1 st, k the rest of the row.
Increase like this on every 6th row, until the work measures 9.8’’ (10.2’’) 10.6’’ / 25 (26) 27
cm. End with a WS row.
Change to color B, k all sts on the first row.
Continue increasing, until you have 65 (69) 73 sts. Work even, until the work measures 16.9’’
/ 43 cm. End with a WS row.
Side seams
Co 57 sts on each side = 179 (183) 187 sts.

Front piece, shoulder and back
Now 6 sts are worked in rib on each side of the work, the rib piece on the sleeve continues,
and
the rest of the sts are worked in stockinette stitch like this:
From the RS: *k1, p1*, repeat from * to * a total of 3 times (= 6 sts in rib), k until you reach
the rib piece
on the sleeve, work 13 sts in rib, k until 6 sts remain, *p1, k1*, repeat from * to * a total of 3
times
(= 6 sts in rib).
NB! In order to keep the rib edges tight, short rows (by means of the German Short Rows
technique) are worked on approx every 10th row like this: Work until you reach the rib edge
at the end of the row, turn with a turn st, work until the rib edge at the end of the row on the
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opposite side, turn with a turn st. On the next rows, work all sts while working the turn st as 1
st.
Work until the work measures 1.8’’ / 4.5 cm measured from the side seam. End with a WS
row.

Front piece, shoulder and back
Now work the front piece and shoulder (13 rib stitches) with color C, and the back with color
D like this:
RS: Change to color C and work until you reach the rib piece on the sleeve = front piece
and shoulder, change to color D and work the rest of the row = back.
Wind the yarn threads around each other when changing colors and remember to work the
edges in rib.
WS: Work as indicated by the sts and colors.
Sloping shoulder: Work all sts while inc 1 st on the back (within
2 sts) on every 4th row a total of 5 times = 88 (90) 92 sts on the back.
Work until the work measures 6.3’’ (6.7’’) 7.1’’ / 16 (17) 18 cm measured from the side seam.
End with a RS row.
Place the front piece and shoulder sts on a stitch holder, do not cut off color C.

Back
Continue with color D, until the work measures 9.4’’ (10.2’’) 11’’ / 24 (26) 28 cm measured
from the side seam. Don’t forget the rib edges and the short rows.
Cut off the yarn and place these sts on a stitch holder.

Shoulder and front piece
Change to color C and begin from the WS.
Bo the 13 rib sts tightly in rib and work the rest of the row.
Work as indicated by the sts, until the work measures 9.4’’ (10.2’’) 11’’ / 24 (26) 28 cm
measured from the side seam. Don’t forget the rib edges and the short rows. End with a WS
row.

Front edge
Change to color A, work 4 rows as indicated by the sts and then 2 rows in rib like this: k1,
p1.
Bo in rib.

Left half
Work another piece following the same procedure but reversed and with the back in color D
and the shoulder and front piece in color C.
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Finishing
The back is knit together with an auxiliary needle like this: Place the pieces with the right
sides facing each other. Knit 1 st from each piece together and bind off simultaneously.
Stitch together the sleeve and side seams.
Sew 2 magnetic fastener snaps onto the front edge - one at the neckline and one 10 cm
further below.
Press all seams.
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